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DENVER BRONCOS HEAD COACH JOSH MCDANIELS 
 
Opening Comments  
“Give credit to the Raiders. They came in with a great game plan, played well, coached well – outcoached us, outplayed us, outphysicaled us – 
everything you could say. They deserve the credit for this game and we didn’t even come close to making it competitive in any sense of the word. 
We have a lot of work to do and a short week to get it done.” 
 
On what he said to the team after the game 
“We get one chance per week to put our name on something for the three hours that we play and coach on Sunday and our name is forever going to 
be put on this game. None of us are proud of it, but we’re a part of it and those of us who are part of the problem are also going to have to be part of 
the solution. We’ve got to go back to work and try to fix a lot of things.” 
 
On whether he is embarrassed by the outcome 
“Absolutely – (Oakland) is a good football team. They’re well-coached, they play hard, they have a lot of very good football players over there and 
they were 45 points better than us today. I fail to believe that we couldn’t have put together a better performance than that. So, I take full 
responsibility for it. It’s not good enough – it’s not even close to good enough. I apologize to (Owner) Pat (Bowlen) and the organization, all the fans 
and everyone else. It was awful.”  
 
On the difference between the Broncos’ run defense last week against the Jets and this week vs. Oakland 
“There wasn’t (just) one – there were probably a bunch. There are a lot of things that have to go right (and that) you have to do well in order to stop 
teams that are good running-football teams from running the ball effectively against you and we did a lot of those right last week and probably not 
very many of them (right) this week. That’s really all it comes down to. There are a lot of people that have to do their jobs well in the running game to 
stop a good running-football team.” 
 
On what he’d say to the fans 
“I can’t say anything now, I can just try to show them – and our football team can try to show them – with our performances as we go forward. I hope 
there are no words that can make any of us feel better. It’s not good enough and we have to do a lot of work, a lot of soul searching and then come 
out and play football and coach football a lot better than we did today and see if we can’t start stringing some good performances together instead of 
going up-down-and-all-around on a roller coaster every week.” 
 
On why QB Tim Tebow and QB Brady Quinn didn’t play in the fourth quarter 
“We were just trying to run our offense and made a decision not to do that in that kind of a game. That’s not really the time that I’d want (Tebow) to 
get work anyways.” 
 
On whether he was surprised at the outcome 
“I hope I’m surprised by the outcome – or at least the lopsidedness of it. But, you knew coming into this game against (Oakland) – they have great 
athletes, they have great speed, they have great size and they’ve been in every game they’ve played in – or won. So, if there are any of us that took 
this team lightly, then we were sadly mistaken.” 
 
On whether there were any indications that players weren’t focused during the week 
“No.” 
 
On the team’s early mistakes 
“We can’t (seem to) play very good football in the first quarter. It seems like we wait too long to get going or to get into the flow of the game and 
that’s a combination of coaching and playing and trying to prepare our team to play better early in the game. Because, we certainly haven’t been 
able to get out in front of anybody.” 
 
On whether this game will be any more difficult to overcome than others 
“No, we’re going to get ready for the 49ers tomorrow and start practicing for them on Tuesday. We don’t have much time to sulk, otherwise we’re 
going to lose again.” 
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On the factors that led to the loss 
“If you have (an opponent) that’s competitive most of the time and then you come out and you’re just, in a word, uncompetitive – I think that’s 
coaching (and) playing. We obviously weren’t ready to go and never really got ready to go. It certainly wasn’t just about Xs and Os. They ran the 
runs we practiced (against) this week, they ran the defense we practiced (against) this week. We didn’t execute nearly as well as they did. They 
deserve a lot of credit. They played well – they did a lot of good things, they had some new things in there that they showed us for the first time and 
that were effective for them. We didn’t do much of anything well today.” 
 
On what disturbed him the most about the game 
“Everything disturbs me at this point. It’s not one thing over another and it starts with myself. I’m going to have to find a way to coach better, get our 
team more prepared, ready to go early in the game and we’re going to have to play better and coach better.” 
 
On QB Kyle Orton’s interception 
“I think he just sat on the route. (CB Chris Johnson) made a good play on the particular pattern that we were running. He’s a good corner, a quick 
corner that has a lot of speed. He made a decent read on it and I think that it comes down to that and he made a good play on the ball and scored 
with it.” 
 
On TE Zach Miller’s touchdown 
“We had played a lot of man-to-man coverage and most of the time we had somebody specific lined up and ready to go on Zach Miller and we didn’t 
account for him – they had a good play-action pass.” 
 
On the Broncos’ defense 
“You have to be able to play at the same level and coach at the same level every game. We can’t get ready for some things and have a good game 
plan and execute the game plan right and play them very competitively and tough in certain areas and then come out the next week and fail in every 
other aspect. I believe in my heart that this team is good enough to play a heck of a lot better than we did today. But, we didn’t do it and we didn’t 
coach that way either. It’s up to us to find the solution and try to become a lot more consistent as the season progresses here and find some of the 
things that are troubling us right now.” 
 
On whether there were any defensive changes from last week’s game 
“No, it’s the same defense that played last week.” 
 
 
DENVER BRONCOS PLAYERS 
 
QB KYLE ORTON 
 
On today’s game 
“We just got outplayed, we got out-efforted, out-physicaled, out-executed; and it starts at the top with the captains, the leadership and myself. So, 
everybody has some soul searching to do and get ready for a game in London.” 

 
On his reaction to the outcome 
“It’s tough to play a game like that. To allow that to happen on your home field against a divisional rival is embarrassing. I am embarrassed, 
everybody is embarrassed and we have a lot of work to do.”  
 
On regrouping from today’s game  
“It’s a long season, and it’s not stopping for us. You can go one way or the other from here. I just feel with the veterans we have and the leadership 
we have, we are going to try and turn this into a positive – as hard as it is. That’s really the only thing you can take from the game.” 
 
On whether the team gave up during the game 
“No, I hope not. There’s always work you can do, there are always ways to get better. We were out there trying to make plays, and they just weren’t 
coming. So, just not a good day all around.” 
 
On how tough it was to regain momentum 
“Yeah, it’s tough. You are sitting there and you are trying to get it all back in one play and trying to force a play and trying to turn the tide in any way 
you can. But, it’s just a tough start and a bad throw to start the game and it really kind of went from there.”  
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On falling behind 21-0 
“Yeah, there was some shock, no question about it. It certainly caught us off guard. We talked about starting fast all week and certainly didn’t do that. 
But, with nine minutes to go (in the first half) you are still in the game. It’s 21-0 and you’ve got plenty of time. But, (we) kept on hurting ourselves, 
kept on turning it over and kept not executing.” 
 
On the first-quarter interception  
“I threw it behind (WR Jabar Gaffney). I threw it behind him and (Oakland CB Chris Johnson) did a nice job. He sat on the route and I threw it behind 
him and he walked it in.” 
 
On the Broncos’ turnovers 
“It was ridiculous. There were a lot of things ridiculous about this game. So, like I said, move on and try to fight and try to work harder – that is the 
only answer – work harder and (play) better.” 
 
On how falling behind 21-0 affected the game plan 
“We couldn’t gain first downs. Whenever that is the case, then you are behind and you start throwing the ball. So, it just didn’t go well.” 
 
On whether he has ever been a part of a game like this 
“Not that I can remember, and hopefully this is my last one.” 
 
 
QB TIM TEBOW 
 
On whether he would have liked to play more in the game 
“It was just the situation of the game. I just try to do the best I can with my role.” 
 
On whether he thought an outcome like this could happen 
“We definitely didn’t come here thinking it would be this type of game, but they executed a lot better than we did and we have to go get a lot better.”  
 
On whether there are positives to take from today’s game 
“I don’t know if it’s about being positive – it’s about being motivated and I think we will definitely be motivated.” 
 
On falling behind 21-0 
“We just didn’t execute as well as we should have in a lot of different situations and that’s what happens.” 
 
 
RB KNOWSHON MORENO 
 
On today’s game 
“We just got out-played today. They just played tougher than us today and made more plays and put it out there.” 

 
On what factored into today’s outcome 
“It’s an accumulation of everything. They just outplayed us basically and unfortunately we didn’t come out that way this week.”  
 
On what Head Coach Josh McDaniels said to the team after the game  
“(He was) just disappointed, just to put up that effort out there. We have to get back on track and move forward; there is nothing we can do about it 
now.” 
 
On how to rebound from this loss 
“Just move forward. Get back in there to see the mistakes we made. There sure are plenty of them, so get back in there to look at the mistakes we 
made and just move forward.” 
 
On whether he has ever played in a similar game 
“No. It just hurts right now. That’s all it really comes down to, it just hurts right now to lose and we just have to keep on going.”  
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On the fans’ reaction 
“When you put out a performance like that, no one wants to see that. We just got to rebound and make it better.” 
 
S RENALDO HILL 
 
On the game 
“We just got outplayed; that’s the only way I can think about it at this point. After we look at the film and see exactly what took place, but just looking 
at the game itself, we got outplayed in every area.” 
 
On Oakland’s aggressive play once they took an early lead 
“You can expect that. When things are going well, that’s what you want to do as any team is put your foot on their throats. We didn’t respond and 
that’s bad right there. We have to address this fast, and we have to stop the bleeding in some kind of way.” 
 
On the defensive performance 
“(It wasn’t) good, not at all. We pride ourselves on wanting to come out and stop their run and minimizing the points and we did none of that. We’re 
going to have to do some real soul searching here in the next couple of days because if we don’t stop the bleeding now, San Francisco is sitting 
there licking their chops right now. Everyone else in the league is going to be doing the same. We have to be ready to go. We have to find some way 
to get back on board.” 
 
On whether he was shocked when the score was 21-0 early in the first quarter  
“I don’t know if shock was the word. It was still early and we had a chance to gather the troops, continue playing and play well. But we didn’t do that 
as a team and the result was 59 points on the board (for Oakland).”  
 
On whether everyone needs to share responsibility for the outcome 
“We have to if we want to get better and become a better football team. It’s everyone, and we always talk about all-in and this is an all-in situation. 
When everything is down, you want to know who you still can go to war with. Like I said, we have a lot of soul searching to do in the next couple 
days. Coming into this game, everyone in here I would definitely go to war with, but we need to bandage up these wounds fast.” 
 
 
LB JASON HUNTER 
 
On Oakland RB Darren McFadden 
“He ran hard. He ran strong and he ran fast. He did well. He had a good day today so we’ve just got to go back to the drawing board and correct (our 
mistakes).” 
 
On rebounding from this loss 
“This is my first time experiencing something like this. We just have to come together as a team. We still have a lot of football left, so we can’t just 
beat ourselves. We’ve got to just come together and try to find a way to dig deep.” 
 
On what Head Coach Josh McDaniels said to the team after the game 
“Soul search. We all just have to soul search and just dig deep down within ourselves and find something to keep us going.” 
 
OAKLAND RAIDERS HEAD COACH TOM CABLE 
 
General 
“Obviously, it’s a heck of a win. It’s a great job by our football team and our coaching staff to get this team prepared and then to go out and execute a 
play. The players were fantastic in all three phases. We challenged specific groups this week – the two guys on the line of scrimmage, the O 
(offensive) and D (defensive) lines and the secondary, obviously, and I think they all answered the call in a big way. So, it’s a heck of a win for us. 
We’re thrilled to be two and 0 in the division, thrilled to win on the road, and we’re as excited as can be to go home next week and play Seattle 
(Seahawks). Raider Nation, hear me, I hope you get this, we need you in those stands supporting us. We need to have a great twelfth man from 
here on it because we’re doing our part and it’s coming together.” 

 
On an aggressive start in today’s game 
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“We talked about it during the week. I didn’t want to come in here after the game and have a ‘woulda, shoulda, coulda’ conversation. We were two 
and four going into this game. It felt like this team was good enough to be four and two or five and one, but we’re not. You have to deal in reality. Yet, 
we should have made a kick and we should have completed a pass, and we should have covered a guy…it’s just enough of that. We had a good 
week of preparation and we challenged ourselves to be our best and that’s what we did today.” 
  
On the possibility of playing any better today 
“Sure we could. There’re still too many penalties. There are a couple of them that are unacceptable, in my opinion. I thought that there were a couple 
times that just blocking and some things could have been a little cleaner, and I think we got sacked twice. So, I think we can still get better.” 
 
On how to avoid a letdown after a win like this 
“We’re not going to let down. We learned a lot, we’ve been learning a lot, and we’re moving forward. We’re not going to let down. We’re going to go 
after this.” 
 
On whether or not the fast start led to a change in game plan 
“Well, it didn’t because that was the mentality coming into the week. If we’re ever going to really go for it and really grab on to what we hope for and 
what we’ve been working for -  it started all the way back in training camp – we have goals and if we’re going to reach them, we have to win this 
game. I expected this to be a street fight. It started out like that we just made sure it didn’t go any further.”  
 
On CB Walter McFadden returning from injury  
“You expect some good things from him. He is healthy. When he’s been healthy he’s been very, very productive, so I’m not surprised by it. I’m 
pleased, though, that it came in a game like this…When he’s been on the field he has shown that he is very much the guy we drafted. His talent and 
what he’s giving to this football team has proven that.” 
 
On keeping his team focused this past week 
“Don’t blink. We talk about that. A lot of coaches say that, but you‘ve got to stay the course. There’s a lot of things, a lot of distractions that go on. 
Whether it’s people from the outside or people from your own deal that try to distract you from what you’re doing. But when you’re stronger than that, 
you don’t worry about it. You just keep moving forward and you keep the messages the same and you keep with it.” 
 
On feeling comfort that they can win with a number two quarterback 
“Well I just feel like one of the things going into this week…we had some issues with the quarterback spot in terms of injury. We just really talked 
about whichever one is going to be in there, let’s just cut it loose. Let’s not hold on to it and try to re-read it and read it over again. Let’s just cut it 
loose and trust your instincts. I really thought that (QB) Jason (Campbell) did that and I think it showed. Guys made some plays for him. That’s his 
mentality and that’s what he does best.” 
 
On the plan for rushing on the left side 
“I don’t know if it was so much something we saw there. I thought (C)Jared Veldheer played really well in his first start at left tackle. He did a lot of 
tremendous things and then we had to move him into center and we didn’t miss a beat there. He’s the player we’ve been hoping to kind of get up to 
speed and I think he’s done that now.” 
 
On a win like this against a division opponent 
“It means a lot. It means a lot more. Let’s call it like it is. Our goal is to win our division and you’ve got to take care of games out of your division as 
well, which we have not done very well this year. But winning in your division is what counts, period, end of story, that’s what counts.”  
 
Injury Update 
“Just a quick injury update:  (WR Darrius) Heyward-Bey got ill during the game. It didn’t seem to be anything series. (WR Louis) Murphy reinjured 
that shoulder. (G Robert) Gallery got a sore calf. (C Samson) Satele got a concussion. (RB) Michael Bennett strained a hamstring. (CB) Chris 
Johnson got a concussion. (DE) Matt Shaughnessy got a concussion and (LB) Kamerion Wimbley strained a groin.” 
OAKLAND RAIDERS PLAYERS 
 
RB Darren McFadden 
 
On his health coming into the game 
“I felt pretty good coming into the game. The trainers have been doing a great job with me, working with me this week and getting me ready for the 
game.” 
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On if he was shocked at the Raiders dominance 
“It started with our defense, they did a great job out there. The offense fed off of them and just kept going. We didn’t know we were going to score 
that many points but we know that we have a good team and we know that we can put up points.”  
 
On coming back from his hamstring injury 
“It was real hard for me being out and having to watch – that is something you don’t want to do when you’re having a great start to the season. For 
me, I just wanted to go out there and pick up where I left off.” 
 
On how his success helped out quarterback Jason Campbell 
“I feel like it took a lot of pressure off of him being able to run the ball. When the passes were there, he hit them.” 
 
On attacking the left side of the defense 
“I think it’s just the way it played out today. We got going and that’s where we were hitting plays and we just tried to get over there and keep the ball 
and move it down the field.”  
 
On the holes he saw 
“The O-line did a great job of opening holes out there, receivers were picking up the DB’s so that we could get the long runs in and the tight ends 
were doing a great job. It was just a great day for our offense.” 
 
On defeating a divisional rival 
“It was great. You love to go out there and have a big game and playing against a rival, it’s even better, because it’s a big rivalry game. That is 
something we looked at coming into the week, we wanted to try and go out there and get a win.” 
 
On if things clicked better for the offense with him on the field 
“I think it was just one of those times where guys went out there and everybody was on the same page and it was clicking so we were going out 
there and just making big plays.” 
 
On how comfortable he is this year now that he knows his role on the team 
“I feel very comfortable. I know what my role is, I’m going to go out there and get carries. Coach (Tom Cable) told me he was going to give me the 
ball, so it was very comfortable.” 
 
On how special a day like this is for him 
“It felt great. It was the most touchdowns I have had in a game since college so it felt great to go out there and have three rushing touchdowns and a 
receiving touchdown.”  
 
On if he had four touchdowns in a college game 
“I don’t really remember what was the most but I know I had four in one game.” 
 
On if his hamstring injury was in the back of his mind 
“It is something that you just try to block out of your mind and go out there and play ball.” 
 
On how his hamstring feels now 
“It feels great. 
 
QB Jason Campbell 
 
On if he was surprised at the Raiders dominance 
“Yeah , I was surprised. Watching film – watching Denver on film, they are a team that plays with a lot of energy and a team that gets after the 
quarterback with a lot of different looks and blitzes. Offensively they were the third (best) passing team in the NFL coming into today. The guys knew 
it was going to be a big challenge. We knew it was going to be a big game and coming off of a tough loss last week against the (San Francisco) 
49ers, we wanted to bounce back strong. The most important thing was to be 2-0 in the division and I think that guys came out and played extremely 
hard. I think early in the game - ascoring the first drive and our defense scoring the first time that they were out there and they (Denver Broncos) look 
up and they are down 21-0. I think that has a lot to do with it.” 
 
On if there was a big change for him personally this week compared to last 
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“Just coming out there and playing my game. Last week I came out playing extremely hard early on but sometimes things didn’t go right because we 
only got field goals and you start to press a little more and you can’t do that in the NFL. You just have to understand that you take the points anyway 
that you can get them. You just keep grinding on the next series. Today we just wanted to come out and get in the red zone. Our main goal was to 
score touchdowns. If we can score touchdowns we have an opportunity to be in a lot of games and an opportunity to win a lot of games ” 
 
On if the success of his teammates took pressure off of him 
“Yeah, it’s a total team effort, total team effort. If you look at our running game – anytime you have a great run game like that it takes a lot of pressure 
off of the quarterback. Our guys just continue to make plays. Our young receivers made some plays today. Zach Miller continues to make plays 
week in and week out. If you just look at our defense and you see guys flying around, and you’re talking about the third-ranking pass offense in the 
league and they (the defense) were on every throw. It is just a great compliment to them for their study habits this week, and I thought it was 
outstanding on their part. ” 
 
On if in his wildest dreams he could have imagined a game like this 
“Must have been a real good dream. I have been on the flip side of one of these (games) before. When I was in Washington we played New England 
one year – the year they were just blowing everybody out. It was tough; it was a tough pill to swallow. I think somewhere in your career you’re going 
to be on one side or the other side at some point. We just have to accept this win and it’s a hard fought win but at the same time you enjoy it for two 
days and get ready for Seattle. Seattle is a good football team. They are going to come in and play extremely hard so we quickly have to put this one 
behind us. It will mean a lot more if we can win next week.”  
 
On if there were any doubts that he would play this week 
“Wednesday was a day where you just didn’t know – with the swelling and everything was still there. We got out and ran, did some plays on offense 
to give me an opportunity to loosen it up. Thursday it felt a little bit better. Friday it was really feeling good – just a couple nags here and there but 
nothing that would keep me from playing. So it was good for me to get all the reps in practice this week and not miss too many and come out and 
play today.” 
 
On if Darren McFadden is answering critics this season 
“I think so. A lot of that has to do with – the guy just runs extremely hard. It is his third year in the NFL and he is starting to get a feel for the game. I 
think the offense that we run really creates an opportunity for him to make big plays in the running game. Those guys up front, they come off the ball 
really hard. They create a lot of holes for him – it is the same thing with the passing game. They created more time for me to sit back there and find 
guys to get open. Anytime you see a great running game and an efficient passing game you have to point to the guys up front because that is where 
it always starts at.” 
 
WR Darrius Heyward-Bey 
 
On the momentum from the win 
“Being 2-0 in the AFC West is big. It was big getting a win like this. We’ve got two weeks until our bye week, so that should give us good 
momentum.”  
 
OL Langston Walker 
 
On the win 
“We’re 2-0 in the division. It was a good win; it was a great win. We’ve just go to keep this kind of energy for the rest of the season.” 
 
On motivation coming into the game 
“He (Head Coach Tom Cable) wasn’t really challenging individuals. He just challenged us all to, as he says, stretch our bodies and take that one 
extra step. He challenged us to finish plays.” 
 
On emotions after the win 
“As you see, we’ve got a lot of smiles. That ride back to Wyoming just isn’t that far. Everybody feels good coming in on Monday mornings. You just 
feel that much better about yourself. Your body doesn’t hurt that much.” 
 
On the lopsided victory 
“I was surprised. I knew that we could step off the bus and beat any team. When you saw that score at the game, I was surprised. We’ve got a good 
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team. I think everybody is just taking this as a win. We’ve beaten them here a number of times the last couple of years. We’re 2-0 in the division, and 
we are going to have to keep going to clinch the AFC West, which was our goal at the beginning of the season.” 
 
On RB Darren McFadden 
“He’s running great. I don’t know how many yards he had today, but this is the stuff he showed at (the University of )Arkansas. Sometimes it takes a 
guy a little while to get into the flow; a year or two years, it doesn’t always just happen.” 
 
On success in the running game 
“We’re the unsung heroes. We’re the first to get blamed for everything and the last to get any praise. I want to take credit for it. Why not? The 
quarterback isn’t blocking.” 
 
RB Michael Bush 
 
On the win 
“We started out good. The offense opened up the series with a score. The defense, on their first possession, got a pick-six. That put us in a good 
position. We couldn’t let down, because just like in San Diego, we got up and they came back.” 
 
On taking the Broncos out of the game 
“Our defense just took them completely out of it. We did well in all phases of the game. We just couldn’t let up. We just did a good job. It was a lot of 
fun. When we win like that, we just need to keep the momentum going.  
 
On proving that the Raiders are contenders in the AFC West 
“In my mind, because everybody hates the Raiders, for people on the outside looking in, it doesn’t do too much. It’s going to give us a lot of 
confidence. When we keep rolling, everybody is going to jump on our side. They love us right now back in Oakland. Raider fans are the best. They 
are die-hards.” 
 
CB Nnamdi Asomugha 
 
On an outstanding defensive performance 
“There were a couple of drives in there that we could have had back on defense. Overall, that was the best performance that I have been around 
since I have been here. It was great.” 
 
On his performance 
I definitely think it is more than a win. Doing it in Denver, with it being a divisional opponent—so you’ve got to see them again— it boosts your 
confidence level. I definitely think this is something guys are going to hold on to as we go to play Seattle next week.” 
 
On gaining momentum from the win 
“We don’t change, whether it’s how we practice, how we study, how we played the game, how we called the game; we don’t change. We don’t 
deviate. If we stay on that track, then I think we will be fine. It’s one thing to win, but it’s another thing to win the way we did. I think it is definitely 
something that will linger on the rest of the week.” 
 
On the win being a turning point for the season 
“We were coming off a loss. Any time you are coming off of a loss, and you can put together a game like this, it has the potential to string into a 
number of big things down the road. I think later you can point to this game and say that this game was where we got over the hump.” 
 
DT/DE Richard Seymour 
 
On shutting down Denver’s offense 
“We knew coming into the game that it was a high-powered offense, and they can score a lot of points. They’re a very explosive team. We heard 
them talk all week about how they wanted to start fast. We just understood the beast that we were playing. It was imperative for us to come out and 
establish what we wanted to do in the game, to try to play physical and tough. We were fortunate to get some turnovers early, and those turned into 
points. We kind of made them into a one-dimensional team. To come out and score that many points early kind of took away what they wanted to do. 
I just felt like that was the tale of the game.”  
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On the lopsided victory 
“It felt good. I don’t think I have been a part of that in a long time. It definitely felt good, and like I said, it was a divisional win. Our first goal was to win 
the division, and we will go from there. We took a step in the right direction today, but it is still only one win. There’s still a lot of football left to be 
played, but it definitely feels good.” 
 
On Denver’s struggles 
“It’s the National Football League, and I’ve never experienced someone quitting. I never thought they quit. They were out there and they played hard. 
I wish someone would have quit, because we could have had some more sacks. I’m sure they will bounce back. Coach (Josh) McDaniels is a smart 
and resilient guy, and he will have his team ready to play.” 
 
On gratification stemming from the win 
“(It’s) just for the simple fact that we did it all as a team; offense, defense, and special teams. After a long, tough week, where you’re tired, you go 
into it anyway, and when you play on Sundays, that’s where you see the reward. To get a big win like that against a divisional opponent, it feels 
good.” 
 
 
 


